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Description

For my TYPO3 instance I use different domains pointing to different pagetree IDs as a starting point. I use the new "Sites" module to

link a domain to a pagetree ID.

In my global typoscript template I activate the AdminPanel with:

config.admPanel = 1

 Everything works as expected but only for the first "Sites" configuration. On every other domain the AdminPanel is not shown.

Related issues:

Is duplicate of TYPO3 Core - Feature #65124: AdminPanel: allow for multi doma... Closed 2015-02-17

History

#1 - 2019-07-23 05:56 - Georg Ringer

- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback

are you also logged in with the other domains? otherwise TYPO3 can't actually know that you are logged in as backend editor and are allowed to see

the admin panel

#2 - 2019-07-23 10:20 - Daniel Koch

Georg Ringer wrote:

are you also logged in with the other domains? otherwise TYPO3 can't actually know that you are logged in as backend editor and are allowed to

see the admin panel

 I'm not logged in with all domains. If I'm authorized it works as expected for all domains.

But even for the internal "Preview Modul" inside the backend I need to log in on every domain. From a technical side it makes sense but I think it

should work "automatically" for all configured domains. What do you think?

#3 - 2019-08-07 10:36 - Susanne Moog

- Is duplicate of Feature #65124: AdminPanel: allow for multi domain installations added

#4 - 2019-08-07 10:38 - Susanne Moog

This issue is a duplicate of #65124 - my problem with this is simply, that I have no good idea on how to fix it. If someone has a good idea on how to

get the session transferred to all domains without making it somewhat insecure, I'd be very happy to hear it :)

#5 - 2019-08-07 10:47 - Georg Tiefenbrunn

Susanne Moog wrote:

... I'd be very happy to hear it :)

 +1
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#6 - 2019-10-10 14:21 - Frank Nägler

Like Susi, I see here a security issue that could not be solved easily.

#7 - 2020-01-19 07:48 - Björn Jacob

- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed

As discussed the other day during the T3CMD, there is no smart solution for this issue. I am closing this old issue to free our minds :)
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